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Abstract

In the �rst part of this paper, we provide a general
overview on the history of the Internet and some of its
main features. In the second part, we introduce exist-
ing Internet technology that e�ects todays education and
research in Statistics. Examples are electronic journals,
statistical software packages, teaching software accessi-
ble through the WWW, and on{line access to data, or-
ganizations, and individuals | to mention only a few.
We �nish with a critical discussion on advantages, disad-
vantages, and even dangers of the current Internet tech-
nology.

1 Introduction

During the last few years, Internet technology has be-
come an important factor in our professional and private
lifes. There are probably not many among us statisti-
cians that can claim that they are not a�ected at all by
current Internet technology. But | what do we under-
stand by the term Internet Technology? As we will see
later on in this paper, the Internet is basically a chaotic
environment that supports a variety of features, formats,
does not belong to any particular person, organization,
or country, but, surprisingly, works anyway.

In Section 2 of this paper, we will provide a short
summary on the history and main features of the Inter-
net. In Section 3, we will see how closely Statistics and
the Internet are related today. In Section 4, we will dis-
cuss the advantages, disadvantages, and dangers of the
current Internet technology (and possible future devel-
opments) with respect to our professional and private
lifes.

This paper cites a large number of references on the
World{Wide Web. These references are mostly used
as examples to highlight particular topics. Within the
scope of this paper it is not possible to provide additional

links, i. e., pointers, to persons, organizations, or com-
panies. However, with an Internet search engine such as
Yahoo! (URL:Yahoo) or excite (URL:Excite), it should
be easy to acquire additional information based on the
keywords used throughout this paper.

2 History and Features of the In-

ternet

Not surprisingly, the history of the Internet can be ac-
cessed most easily through the Internet itself. When
searching for \Internet and History", entire presenta-
tions (URL:Neosoft) and comprehensive historical in-
formation can be found on somewhat independent
sites such as Internet Valley (URL:InternetValley1,
URL:InternetValley2) as well as on commercial sites that
belong to MCI (URL:MCI1, URL:MCI2), a telephone
company that is also closely related to new Internet de-
velopments.

Commissioned by the Department of Defense (DoD)
(URL:DefenseLINK), the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) (URL:DARPA) began to fo-
cus on computer networking and communications tech-
nology during the 1960ies. Universities, funded through
this initiative, laid the foundations for what later would
become the Advanced Research Projects Agency NET-
work (ARPANET). The �rst communication between
two di�erent sites took place in 1969 when researchers
from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
(URL:UCLA) tried to log onto the Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) (URL:SRI) computer. Even though only
three characters, L O G, had been typed before a sys-
tem crash occurred, this communication marks the birth
of the Internet and also was the starting point of an elec-
tronic revolution.

By the end of 1969, two more nodes were devel-
oped, one at the University of Utah (URL:UUtah) and



the other at the University of California, Santa Bar-
bara (UCSB) (URL:UCSB). In 1973, global network-
ing became reality through the addition of the �rst in-
ternational connections to the ARPANET: the Univer-
sity College of London, England (UCL) (URL:UCL) and
the Royal Radar Establishment, Norway. While growing
steadily throughout the 1970ies and 1980ies, an explo-
sion started in the late 1980ies with the number of hosts
(nodes) almost doubled every year since then. In Jan-
uary 1998, the estimated number of hosts on the Internet
was about 30 million (URL:InternetValley1).

The Internet provides a variety of di�erent services to
its users. Best known are electronic mail (e{mail), intro-
duced in 1971, which allows a user to send an electronic
message to one or more other users, telnet (since 1972)
that allows to log onto another computer through a net-
work of multiple intermediate computers, the �le trans-
fer protocol (ftp), which, since 1973, allows to exchange
�les between di�erent computers that even support dif-
ferent internal formats and numeric representations, and
since 1979 news groups / discussion groups, that allow an
arbitrary number of users to participate in a discussion
on a particular topic.

Released in 1991 by Lindner and McCahill from
the University of Minnesota, gopher (URL:Gopher) be-
came a widely used, text{based, menu{driven inter-
face to access Internet resources. Also in 1991, per-
haps the most important Internet development to date
was the release of the World{Wide Web (WWW, of-
ten simply called Web) at the European Laboratory
for Particle Physics (typically abbreviated as CERN
which is the French acronym for Centre Europ�eenne
pour la Recherche Nucl�eaire) near Geneva, Switzerland
(URL:CERN). Initially, the WWW was a non{graphic
(!) distributed hypermedia system based on the hyper-
text transfer protocol (http). A standard naming con-
vention, the Uniform Resource Locator (URL), allows to
locate individual pieces of information that reside any-
where on the network. URLs typically start with the
document type they are pointing to, such as http, ftp,
gopher, mail, etc.

It took two more years after its introduction before
the WWW, as we know it today, became reality: In
1993, the National Center for Supercomputing Applica-
tions at the Univerity of Illinois at Urbana{Champaign
introduced its NCSA Mosaic (URL:NCSAMosaic) for
the XWindowSystem, Microsoft Windows, and the Mac-
intosh | the �rst Web browser as we know them today.

Articles such as Baker (1994) were �rst read with
some disbelief but could easily be veri�ed by download-
ing the freely available NCSA Mosaic executables from
NCSA's ftp server. Then, NCSA Mosaic took the In-

ternet by storm. Not surprisingly, in 1995 the WWW
surpassed ftp as the Internet service with the largest
tra�c on packet count as well as on byte count. go-
pher was superseded by a much more powerful tool
within a few months. However, it took less than four
years before the development and support of NCSA Mo-
saic itself was terminated in January 1997. The com-
petition between Netscape (URL:Netscape) which went
public in 1995 and Microsoft with its Internet Explorer
(URL:InternetExplorer), introduced in 1996, often re-
ferred to as the \WWW browser war", resulted in im-
proved Web browser releases with many additional fea-
tures every few months, but also pushed smaller com-
petitors out of business.

Web browsers plus additional plug{ins can display
all types of data and information as di�erent as text,
a large variety of image formats, data in di�erent for-
mats, sound, videos, and real{audio and real{video sig-
nals. Most commonly used formats and languages, re-
spectively, are the hypertext markup language (html),
JAVA, and CGI (mostly PERL) scripts. These are the
building{blocks for most Web pages. New WWW tech-
nology is introduced every few months, but, as history
has shown, only very little of the current Internet tech-
nology will still have some impact in 5 or 10 years.

3 Internet Technology and Statis-

tics

3.1 Statistics on the Web

Inspired by Taerum & Nelson (1997), we used a WWW
search engine, excite (URL:Excite), on 5/4/98 to report
the number of hits on particular keywords. The re-
sult was 3,558,830 hits for \Internet", 692,240 hits for
\Statistics", and 10,930 hits for \Internet and Statis-
tics", but only 562,870 hits for \Sex". So, is \Statis-
tics" more popular than \Sex" among WWW users?
Obviously not, as some statistics about the most fre-
quently used words in search engines indicate. The top
10 from the Top 100 Words on the Web (URL:Pretext)
are sex, chat, Playboy, Netscape software, nude, porno,
games, porn, weather, and Penthouse. Almost identical
results can be found at Yahoo! Top 200 Search Words
(URL:Eyescream).

So, based on these statistics, the Web seems to be a
place where we can obtain information on diverse, but
certainly not very professional topics. | Well, as we
will see later on in this section, this is not quite true. In
addition to other Internet services such as e{mail, ftp,
and telnet, the WWW o�ers a wide variety of features
useful for professional statisticians.



3.2 Statistical Summary Pages

What can we do not to get lost in the 692,240 WWW
pages related to \Statistics"? Fortunately, statistical
summary pages have been created at many places. The
StatLib (URL:StatLib) Web page mirrors (i. e., pro-
vides access to local copies) a large number of statisti-
cal software packages, data, and summarizes information
on many statistically related questions. In addition, it
also provides links to other Web pages with statistical
content. Many other places (URL:Lievens/Verstraete,
URL:Varnum/Weise, URL:Helberg) provide collections
of statistical links but typically do not mirror any ma-
terial. Of particular interest for the academic reader is
the Web page maintained at the University of Florida
Department of Statistics (URL:UFloridaStats) that pro-
vides an overview on statistics departments at universi-
ties world{wide.

3.3 Statistical Journals

Statistical journals are presented on the WWW at three
di�erent levels. It can be stated that almost every statis-
tical journal has at least a homepage that provides infor-
mation on recent or upcoming issues and lists editors and
associate editors. Journals of this type are, for example,
Computational Statistics (URL:ComSt) and Computa-
tional Statistics & Data Analysis (CSDA) (URL:CSDA).

At the second level, there are journals that have home-
pages and provide additional material on the Web. The
Statistical Computing and Statistical Graphics Newslet-
ter (URL:SCSG) has on{line versions of its articles in ps
and pdf format that date back to April 1993. The Jour-
nal of Computational and Graphical Statistics (JCGS)
(URL:JCGS) allows to place additional material on the
Web that goes beyond the basic material presented in
the printed article. Updates on the authors' contact ad-
dresses or recent developments after the publication of
the printed article can also be placed on the Web in this
journal. It appears that the combination of printed and
electronic material will be the ideal form for statistical
publications in the near future.

There are major concerns whether full electronic jour-
nals | the third level of statistical journals that are only
available on the WWW | will gain more importance
within the next few years. Currently, the Journal of
Statistical Education (JSE) (URL:JSE) and the Journal
of Statistical Software (JSS) (URL:JSS) are the only two
full electronic journals that focus on statistics. JSE has
been founded and is on{line since July 1993 and basi-
cally provides html documents. JSS exists since 1996
and provides access to ps and pdf �les as well as down-
loadable software and data. We will see in Section 4.2

that currently the disadvantages outweight the advan-
tages (availabilty for a larger readership, less time be-
tween acceptance of a manuscript and its publication) of
full electronic journals.

3.4 Statistical Software

In 1986, Nash (1986) provided a summary on then cur-
rent methods for publishing statistical software. Tradi-
tionally, listing of programs, mostly FORTRAN or BA-
SIC, were provided in books and journal articles. Sub-
routines from scienti�c software libraries such as NAG
had frequently been used. Also, according to Nash, \au-
thors of technical reports and journal articles may o�er
to make their programs available privately". Alterna-
tive publishing mechanisms were shareware or freeware,
computer bulletin boards, and the use of electronic mail
(strangely abbreviated as elmail by Nash). Nash was
probably surprised how soon (and in what manner) his
prediction \it seems likely that statistical software will
be published mostly by electronic means at some time
in the not so distinct future" became true. Fortunately,
Nash's \�gure of the order of 25 cents/1000 characters is
probably reasonable at the present time for the commu-
nications costs" does not hold any longer | otherwise
the author of this present paper would have spent a few
million US{$ on downloading software during the last
months just to write this paper.

Today, basically every statistical software is available
in electronic form | on CD, oppy disk, through the
WWW or ftp sites, or combinations of these. Often,
commercial software vendors deliver a preliminary ver-
sion of the software on CD or oppy disk to the cus-
tomer. Updates, bug �xes, or new releases are later made
available through the WWW. It is technically possible
to restrict the access to Web pages so that only regis-
tered customers get access to this additional material.
Homepages of software companies typically contain ad-
ditional documentation on the software, answers to fre-
quently asked questions (FAQs), and information how to
get additional help on the product. Examples of home-
pages for commercial software are the Web pages of the
SAS Institute's product palette SAS (URL:SAS), JMP
(URL:JMP), and StatView (URL:StatView) or Math-
Soft's S{Plus (URL:SPlus) Web page.

Freely distributed software is widely available on the
WWW today. User{developed routines for particular
statistical packages are available from statistical sum-
mary pages, e. g., a large number of S{Plus routines from
StatLib (URL:StatLib), or directly from the software au-
thors' Web pages. Software (and data) is also published
as an electronic appendix to articles in electronic journals
such as JSS (URL:JSS). Entire packages such as XGobi



(URL:XGobi) and R (URL:R) are freely available on the
Web, but, in addition, articles such as Swayne, Cook &
Buja (1998) and Gentleman & Ihaka (1997) are pub-
lished to make readers of classical paper journals and
conference proceedings aware of these products. Mix-
tures between commercial and freely distributed software
also exist. As an example, XploRe (URL:XploRe) exe-
cutables can be downloaded for a free two month eval-
uation. While the UNIX version of XploRe is generally
free, the interested user can purchase the PC version af-
ter two months (or simply download another copy for
another two months).

Many JAVA{based statistical routines and packages
have been developed recently. So far, these are mostly
non{commercial packages that have been developed
at universities or research institutes. No commercial
JAVA{based statistical package exists so far. However,
it seems to be only a question of months, rather than
years, when a Web browser will be used to access com-
mercial statistical JAVA{based software. The user most
likely will indicate the URL that contains the data to be
analyzed and the methods that should be applied. The
results will be displayed on the user's terminal. The
user will be charged for this service, based on the CPU
time needed on the provider's site to conduct the statis-
tical analysis. Both batch mode (where the calculations
are made on a supercomputer at the site of the service
provider and only results are displayed on the client's
computer) and interactive mode (where calculations are
made on the client's computer) are features likely to be-
come common in the near future.

Currently, WebStat (URL:WebStat) and the JAVA
version of XploRe (URL:XploRe-Java) allow the input
of user data through the indication of a URL. Unfor-
tunately, this works only with the latest Web browsers
and JAVA versions. It might take a few more months
before such browsers become standard. At the current
point of time, most users of these packages have to copy
and paste the data from another window into the data
window of the JAVA package. Additional information
on these two packages can be found in West & Ogden
(1997), West & Ogden (1998), and Schmelzer, K�otter,
Klinke & H�ardle (1996). Unfortunately, disadvanategs
similar to those mentioned earlier for full electronic jour-
nals exist for statistical software that is maintained on a
single site on the WWW.

The Globally Accessible Statistical Procedures (GASP)
Initiative (URL:GASP) is the �rst approach to create a
statistical summary page that consists entirely of links
to JAVA{based applications useful for introductory sta-
tistical classes, particular research topics, and pointers
to JAVA{based statistical packages. More on GASP can

be found in West & Piegorsch (1997), where an example
in environmental biology has been highlighted.

The Graphics Production Library (GPL) (URL:GPL)
is a tool that allows to create graphics in the style of
Cleveland (1993), Cleveland (1994), and Carr (1994) by
modifying an html document and calling a JAVA ap-
plet that evaluates the information from the html page.
More details on the GPL can be found in Carr, Valliant
& Rope (1996). Other JAVA{based software packages
are the S/JAVA interface (URL:SJava) and Mondrian
(URL:Mondrian).

3.5 Teaching Statistics

The idea to incorporate software, in particular teach-
ing software (often called teachware), at an early stage
of the statistical education of students has become very
popular during the last few years. Lock (1997) provides
a general overview on Internet resources for teaching
statistics, Rossini & Rosenberger (1994) and Rossini &
Rosenberger (1996) discuss the merits of the WWW as
an additional teaching assistant, and Currall (1997) and
Roenz (1997) discuss general ideas of computer{aided
teaching in statistics. Two teachware products that can
be downloaded at no charge through the WWW are
the STEPS (STatistical Education through Problem Solv-
ing) (URL:STEPS) and Quercus (URL:Quercus) soft-
ware packages. STEPS, described in Redfern & Bedford
(1994), Bowman (1997), and Bowman, Currall & Lyall
(1997), focuses on statistical applications in biology,
business, geography, and psychology. Quercus is aimed
at tutoring bioscience students in the basic techniques
of statistical analyses. Harner & Wojciechowski (1998)
and Wojciechowski & Harner (1998) present Web{based
teachware for introductory statistical courses. Their
software consists of JAVA applets and links to Lisp{Stat
constructor functions.

Entire (introductory) statistical textbooks have been
designed for the WWW. Examples are David M.
Lane's HyperStat (URL:HyperStat), Jan de Leeuw's
Statistics: The Study of Stability in Variation
(URL:StudyOfStability), and David W. Stockburger's
two books on Introductory Statistics: Concepts, Models,
and Applications (URL:IntroductoryStatistics) andMul-
tivariate Statistics: Concepts, Models, and Applications
(URL:MultivariteStatistics).

Kent L. Norman (URL:Norman) has probably con-
ducted the most advanced experiment of using Internet
technology for teaching so far. In his Psychology Psyc
200: Statistical Methods class, he did not allow any pen
or paper at all | everything was in electronic form:
textbook, notetaking, homework assignments, and ex-
ams. Solutions had to be turned in by e{mail or on Web



pages. e{mail and discussion lists were used for individ-
ual questions, to broadcast information to all students,
and to allow an ongoing discussion among students and
instructor. It is possible to request a guest password
at URL:Norman to check the material directly on the
Web. Obviously, an electronic classroom has been used
during the lectures. See the technical report Emergent
Patterns of Teaching/Learning in Electronic Classrooms
(URL:ElectronicClassrooms) by Ben Shneiderman, Ellen
Yu Borkowski, Maryam Alavi, and Kent L. Norman, for
a general discussion on the use of electronic classrooms.
Kent L. Norman's experiences with on{line classes are
available in his on{line book Teaching in the Switched
On Classroom: An Introduction to Electronic Education
and HyperCourseware (URL:ElectronicTeaching).

3.6 On{Line Access

Almost every major organization that is of interest for
a statistician, e. g., the American Statistical Association
(ASA) (URL:ASA), the Interface Foundation of North
America (IFNA) (URL:IFNA), and the National Science
Foundation (NSF) (URL:NSF), is presented on the Web.
Information on all major statistics departments is avail-
able on the WWWas well. Examples are the Universit�at
Dortmund, Germany (URL:UDortmund), the University
of She�eld, England (URL:UShe�eld), Iowa State Uni-
versity, Ames, Iowa (URL:ISU), and George Mason Uni-
versity, Fairfax, Virginia (URL:GMU) | in fact all the
statistics departments the author of this article has at-
tended so far.

General information on conferences related to statis-
tics is available through the on{line version of the Am-
stat News Dateline (URL:AmstatDates). Information on
particular past or upcoming conferences and workshops
such as the Interface '98 (URL:Interface98), the work-
shop on Data Visualization in Statistics (URL:DataVis),
and the workshop on Statistical Science on the Internet
(URL:StatSciInternet) is available as well.

An invited talk in the session \Impact of the Internet
on Education and Research in Statistics" at the Interface
'98 (URL:Interface98) conference was the basis for this
paper. The presentation (and this paper as well) is acces-
sible as aWeb{browsable document (URL:InternetTalk).
It is very likely that the other two speakers in this con-
ference session, Martin Theus (URL:Theus) and Duncan
Temple Lang (URL:Lang), also provide additional mate-
rial (such as electronic versions of their transparencies
or preprints of the proceedings papers) related to their
talks through their personal WWW homepages. A large
number of individuals in academia (faculty and students)
maintain up{to{date personal homepages on the WWW
that often contain the person's curriculum vitae and re-

sume, links to electronic versions of technical reports the
person authored, preprints of upcoming papers, outlines
of recent presentations, and access to interesting data
the person analyzed. Personal data and links to non{
scienti�c Web pages can also be found on many personal
homepages. Understandably, personal homepages in in-
dustry are less frequent and often less detailed.

3.7 Other On{Line Features

Electronic submission of abstracts and registration are
possible for major statistical conferences such as the
Joint Statistitical Meetings and the Interface conference.
Submission of NSF research proposals through the (elec-
tronic) NSF{Fastlane is even required. Recently, JCGS
(URL:JCGS) has started to request electronic �les (ps
or pdf) to be sent by e{mail or made accessible through
a Web/ftp side instead of mailing 5 paper copies previ-
ously required for a paper submission.

Many universities, but other organizations as well,
provide restricted access through the Web (typically
accessible only for people within the same univer-
sity/organization) to their telephone directories, library
catalogues, and other material available in local data
bases. Many places provide a WWW interface that al-
lows access to a local copy of the Current Index to Statis-
tics (CIS) data base (URL:CIS).

Many new statistical applications that use Internet
technology are currently under development or will be
developed in the future. Kabaco� (1996) provides de-
tails on user{friendly WWW interfaces to data bases and
statistical programs. Lee, Shing & Chu (1996) discuss
the use of the WWW to collect data, and Arnold (1997)
discusses how topics such as distance learning, virtual
conferences, consulting, and teaching are inuenced by
Internet technology.

Finally, it is very convenient to browse through elec-
tronic bookshelves such as amazon.com (URL:Amazon)
and order books directly through the Internet.
We can also check Springer (URL:Springer), Wiley
(URL:Wiley), Chapman & Hall (URL:ChapmanHall),
and other publishers for new releases or complete
overviews of available statistics books and immediately
place an on{line order.

4 Discussion

4.1 Advantages

Obviously, there are numerous reasons why the Internet
is so popular and has such a big impact on our every-
day life | in private and as a statistician. First of all,



the Internet provides fast access to a diversity of ser-
vices. We can hardly recall that just a few years ago we
had to write letters instead of sending e{mail, submit
a paper copy of an abstract or paper in time so it was
at its destination before the submission deadline instead
of making a last minute electronic submission through a
Web side, or actually call a person instead of exchanging
notes by e{mail. And then, think of all the services and
information accessible through the WWW.

Internet technology is easy to use. Typically, learning
how to operate a Web browser with a mouse and drag
and click operations is a matter of minutes. In addition,
no complicated or cryptic commands have to be memo-
rized and no di�cult new tools have to be explored.

The de facto standard of two established Web
browsers, Netscape (URL:Netscape) and Internet Ex-
plorer (URL:InternetExplorer), that are nevertheless
very similar, and a large number of additional plug{
ins available for most hardware platforms make Internet
technology available almost everywhere | at home, at
work, when traveling, and at many public places such as
libraries or so{called \Internet cafes".

Internet technology is cheap | for the consumer and
the provider of these services. Typically, Internet access
for private use in the United States costs less than the
basic telephone line (however, the latter is still required
in many cases to access the Internet through a modem
from home). At many places, individuals can freely ac-
cess the Internet while the associated organization (uni-
versity, company, etc.) covers the costs. Since informa-
tion is much faster available through Internet technology
such as Web sites or e{mail, productivity simply raises
by the fact that information, data, or documents are
available within a few seconds while it previously took
hours, days, or even weeks before printed copies of doc-
uments have been made available or data and software
has been shipped on tape or oppy disk. The time we
have to spend on �nding the desired information on the
Internet seems to be negligible.

From the provider of Internet services' point of view,
there are many factors that help to reduce cost. First of
all, information and services can be provided quickly and
directly to the client without any intermediate salesper-
son or going through a time{consuming and expensive
production process such as printing. While, previously, a
large number of employees was required to answer ques-
tions and requests from clients, much of this information
is easily accessible through Web browsers today. How-
ever, the actual cost reduction still has to be determined,
because the creation and maintainance of attractive Web
pages de�nitively represent a considerable cost factor.

Another advantage of Internet technology is the in-

ternationalization, discussed in more detail by Taerum
& Nelson (1997). Information is made available to the
entire world, and the entire world can �nd almost ev-
ery bit of information on a Web server anywhere in the
world. Summary statistics of accesses to Web servers
typically show that people from all over the world use
this capability, given they have the required technical
equipment.

4.2 Disadvantages

As stated in the previous section, Internet technology
is fast | at least when it comes to sending e{mail to
any place in the world or accessing Web pages, telnet
to another computer, or ftp to another computer on the
same continent. However, access to oversea destinations
can be very slow. The supporting hardware for Inter-
net technology is not available at the same level all over
the world or it is simply restricted, resulting in slower
connections and less capacity for the transfer of infor-
mation. A severe problem often is the inter{continental
access. For example, everyone in Europe who tried to ac-
cess information in the US knows how di�cult this can
be in the middle of the day, while access is reasonably
fast in the morning. Access between other continents is
even worse.

What about the reliability and security of Internet
technology? Can we safely provide our credit card num-
ber when ordering through the WWW? Who can gain
access to our account by monitoring our login sequence
for a telnet session, who reads our typically unencrypted
e{mails? What is the percentage of e{mails that never
reach their destination? Unfortunately, no precise an-
swers or numbers can be given at this point. However,
we should be aware that these things may happen.

Another question addresses the reliabilty of services
available on the Internet. If we buy a book, oppy disk,
or CD, we have permanent access to this particular ver-
sion and information. This is not true for services on the
Internet. We always have to worry whether something is
still there tomorrow| and, in particular, whether a par-
ticular version is still there tomorrow. There are many
reasons why this is not guaranteed. What if the person
that maintains a Web page changes the job, dies, or sim-
ply selects another private Internet provider? What if a
Web server goes down permanently, for example when
a company goes out of business, a research group is no
longer funded, or an entire department is closed?

But even if the information is still accessible, is it still
the same information we get the next day? Usually, old
versions of text, software, and programs on Web servers
are deleted after an update. In many cases, not even a
trace of the old version is available. What can we do



if we want to see some older information, e. g., from
one week or one year ago? What can we do if our re-
search or work is based on an old software version ac-
cessible through the Web but this version is replaced by
a new but incompatible version? Which data formats
(e. g., ps, pdf, html, gif, jpg) will be still supported in
the future, e. g., in one year and in 10 years? Do we
have to update information we want to maintain perma-
nently every few years to conform to then current tech-
nology or are we in a period where information quickly
becomes inaccessible simply through the development of
new technology? Some concerns are justi�ed. Who is
currently still able to read old 8" or 5 1/4" oppy disks
or even UNIX stream tapes? And what about our old
nro� and tro� documents that were very popular for text
processing on UNIX systems before LATEX has been de-
veloped? Sure, for many old formats there are conversion
programs (often freely available on the WWW), but it
certainly requires considerable e�orts to catch up with
new standards.

Of course, we can think of possible solutions that help
to preserve information on the Internet, e. g., Internet
archives and distributed digital libraries. However, some
questions come up immediately. First, who maintains
such archives? Can we assume that libraries in the fu-
ture will subscribe to journals by mirroring (i. e., pro-
viding identical digital copies) material from Web pages
and make it available to their local customers? If a su�-
ciently large number of digital copies exists world{wide,
this would certainly overcome some of the previously
mentioned problems. In particular, we do not have to
worry that information suddenly and permanently dis-
appears froma singleWeb site. Access to digital libraries
located on the same continent should be much more reli-
able than the previously described problems with inter{
continental access. The next question is, how often such
archives should be updated. For printed media such as
books, it usually takes months or years before a new edi-
tion becomes available. An electronic document on the
Web can be updated instantaneously, e. g., whenever an
error has been detected. This leads to the �nal ques-
tion. Which information should be stored? Possibilities
are to maintain copies at �xed dates (e. g., every week,
month, year) or to store a traceable history that allows
to reconstruct the information available at a particular
date.

Until such archives and distributed digital libraries
exist for software and publications, it is not recommend-
able to rely on full electronic journals or software that is
only accessible through a single Web site. Possible disad-
vantages listed earlier in this section seem to outweight
the advantages (availability for a larger number of peo-

ple, less time for new releases and updates). But even
if we overcome these disadvantages, do we, as humans,
really want to read everything from a computer screen?
Or would we �nally end up printing the information we
retrieve from a Web page to have a copy at hand we can
annotate individually and even read at places where we
do not have a computer available?

Another severe disadvantage comes with the frequent
changes of URLs and with the removal of Web pages.
There is nothing that prevents authors of Web pages to
remove material they do not want to display any longer
for whatever reason. Also, the reorganization of mate-
rial on the Web where �les are renamed or the directory
structure is modi�ed occurs frequently. This makes it
di�cult to �nd a given document speci�ed through a
URL in case of a reorganization and impossible if this
URL has been deleted. In academia, this can cause prob-
lems. Did the author of a paper really �nd this infor-
mation on the Web, simply mistype the URL, or has
this page been removed or renamed since the author's
last access? As a reader/reviewer, we should not be too
worried if one or two cited Web pages do not exist even
after a short time of the publication date. But what if a
relatively large number of URLs does not exist? Did the
author do a bad job or is it just bad luck that so many
cited URLs do not exist any longer?

Actually, how to correctly cite a URL is still a big
open question. So far, we only indicate a URL as a ref-
erence and nothing else. For a book or an article, we
indicate author, publication year, title, edition, editor,
publisher, and place of publication. In addition to a
URL, one should consider to indicate author, title of the
document, webmaster (i. e., the person that is responsi-
ble for the electronic version but not necessarily for the
contents), the date of the last update of this page, and
the date of the last access to this Web page. Unfortu-
nately, the complete information is not always available.
Moreover, everybody who has ever created a Web page
knows that the date of the last update often is not up-
dated and therefore is the most unreliable part of a Web
page and should be interpreted as \update on this date
or later".

4.3 Dangers

One of the remarkable things of the Internet is, that peo-
ple behave totally di�erent from \real{life" | in partic-
ular when it comes to the use of the WWW. This can
be small things up to important topics. Assuming that
many people check oppy disks for possible viruses, why
do not too many people proceed with the same care when
it comes to downloading software and documents from a
Web page? Do we really believe this software and these



documents are free of any computer virus?

More severely, why do so many people (including the
author) voluntarily expose a large part of their private
life such as information on leisure activities, friends, rela-
tionships, families, etc. on a Web page? Would the same
people post the same information on a blackboard in
their neighborhood or on a board in the main shopping
center? Probably not. But why do we expose our oth-
erwise well{kept privacy on the Web? A question only
a psychologist may answer. Is it even advisable to post
this material on the Web or can this information be used
against us? For example, we might think of employers
that carefully check Web pages and search information
about a future employee on the Web instead of relying
on a resume only.

The problem that e{mail can be read by unautho-
rized persons already has been mentioned. However,
even more dangerous things can happen through fraud-
ulent e{mails. Some mail programs allow to inidicate
an arbitrary sender. How many people really check that
the e{mail they just received is authentic? Of course, it
is possible to learn more about an e{mail by carefully
checking its header, but many modern mail programs by
default do not display the mail header any more. En-
cryption also exists but it is not widely used today.

A further danger relates to privacy issues. Web
browsers leave a traceable history, the so{called cache.
There, a copy of the �les the user downloaded in a par-
ticular time frame, often the last month, is maintained.
What kind of information about an employee does this
provide to an employer if the percentage of work related
pages and leisure pages the person has accessed becomes
known. And what power does this give to a system ad-
ministrator, e. g., at a university, who can check which
xxx{related Web pages students downloaded in a public
computer lab although strictly prohibited at most uni-
versities.

So, what is the �nal destination of the Internet, and in
particular, the WWW? Will it become a network where
everyone has immediate access to all knowledge ever ac-
cumulated or will it lead to an Orwell{like world where
everyone knows everything about anybody else with no
space left for privacy? Obviously, Internet technology,
like any other technology, is neither blessing nor curse.
It is up to us, the humans, to determine whether it will
be a blessing or a curse for us as statisticians and for
mankind in general. De�nitely, we should continue to
develop new Internet technology | for statistics as well
as for other applications. Nevertheless, we should always
recall that there are certain disadvantages and dangers
of this technology we better do not simply ignore.
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